Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Weakly basic molecules possessing one or more amine groups accumulate in lysosomes and other membrane-bound acidic organelles because of the well-known ion trapping mechanism \[[@CR1]--[@CR3]\]. Amines generally have a p*K*~a~ value in the physiological pH range. Accordingly, they exist as a combination of ionized (protonated) and neutral (unprotonated) species. Because the pH of lysosomes is one or more units lower than the pH of the cytosol, the relative concentration of neutral and ionized species inside the lysosomes shifts towards the ionized state. Conversely, because the pH of the cytosol is higher, the relative concentration of neutral and ionized species in the cytosol shifts towards the neutral state. Since charged molecules are less membrane-permeant, the protonated species become trapped inside the membrane-bounded compartments, relative to the neutral species. Within an acidic lysosome, the concentration of the neutral, membrane-permeant species is lower than its concentration in the more basic cytosol. This leads to a concentration gradient of the neutral form of the molecule across the lysosomal membrane, further driving the uptake of the neutral species of the molecule into the acidic organelle.

In medicinal chemistry, the ability to modify the chemical structure of small molecules so as to tailor lysosomotropic behavior may be important for decreasing unwanted side effects, as much as it may be important for increasing efficacy. For many monobasic amines that target extracellular domains of cell surface receptors and ion channels, lysosomal accumulation can be considered as a secondary effect of the physicochemical properties of the molecule \[[@CR4]--[@CR8]\]. Previously, many monobasic amines have been experimentally analyzed in cell-based assays, in terms of their ability to accumulate in lysosomes \[[@CR6], [@CR9]--[@CR12]\]. In response to ion trapping, cells exposed to monobasic amines swell and become replete with large vacuoles \[[@CR6], [@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR13]--[@CR15]\]. With a phase contrast microscope, swollen lysosomes can be easily discerned and scored. Furthermore, as monobasic amines accumulate in lysosomes, they can increase the pH of the organelle through a buffering effect, or by shuttling protons out of the lysosome, across the lysosomal membranes \[[@CR16]\]. Therefore, such molecules "compete" with each other for lysosomal accumulation, providing another way to assay for lysosomotropic behavior \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. A third way to assay lysosomotropic behavior is by labeling lysosomes with fluorescent probes (e.g. LysoTracker^®^ dyes) \[[@CR17]\]. As lysosomes expand in response to accumulation of lysosomotropic agents, they accumulate increasing amounts of the LysoTracker^®^ dye and the cells become brightly labeled. By virtue of these effects on live cells, many monobasic amines have been positively identified as "lysosomotropic".

Nevertheless, different studies analyzing lysosomotropic monobasic amines have also identified molecules that deviate from expectations. Furthermore, there is a broad range of concentrations at which vacuolation becomes apparent, spanning several orders of magnitude \[[@CR10], [@CR18]--[@CR20]\]. In addition, there are monobasic amines that do not exhibit any vacuolation-inducing behavior \[[@CR6], [@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR13], [@CR14], [@CR21]\], and do not compete with the lysosomal uptake of other lysosomotropic probes \[[@CR6], [@CR16]\], or that are cytotoxic \[[@CR21]\]. Most importantly, some lysosomotropic molecules have been reported to accumulate in other organelles, such as mitochondria \[[@CR22]\]. Alprenolol, chlorpromazine, fluoxetine, propranolol and diltiazem are some of the FDA approved drugs in this category \[[@CR6], [@CR16], [@CR22], [@CR23]\] that have been classified as being both lysosomotropic and mitochondriotropic by different investigators. In addition, certain monobasic amines may accumulate in lysosomes to a much greater extent than ion-trapping mechanisms would predict \[[@CR20]\].

These apparent discrepancies in terms of the lysosomotropic behavior prompted us to begin exploring the relationship between the phenotypic effects of monobasic amines, and their subcellular distribution in lysosomes vs. other organelles. We decided to use a cell-based molecular transport simulator \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\] to begin exploring the different possible behaviors of monobasic amines inside cells based on the ion trapping mechanism, paying special attention to their accumulation in lysosomes, cytosol and mitochondria. The simulations help assess the entire range of expected variation in intracellular transport behaviors, based solely on the biophysical principles underlying the ion trapping mechanism. In turn, the expected range of transport behaviors can be related to experimental observations of a lysosomotropic test set of molecules obtained from published research articles. Because the ability to optimize the subcellular transport of small molecules could have practical applications in drug development, we also deem it important to analyze the distribution of molecules inside non-target cells mediating drug transport in the presence of a transcellular concentration gradient. In fact, although direct experimental measurement of subcellular concentration in the presence of a transcellular concentration gradient would be difficult, this may be the most relevant condition for drug uptake and transport throughout the different tissues of the body.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Modeling cellular pharmacokinetics of target cells in suspension: the T-model {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

For subcellular compartments delimited by membranes, passive transport of small molecules in and out of these compartments is determined by the interaction of the molecules with the membrane, the concentration gradient of molecules across the membrane, the local microenvironment on either side of the membrane, and the transmembrane electrical potential \[[@CR24], [@CR25]\]. Drug-membrane interactions are largely dependent on the physicochemical properties of small molecules (such as p*K*~a~ and lipophilicity) and the environmental condition (such as local pH values and membrane potentials). Based on the biophysics of membrane transport, mass transport of drug molecules between different organelles in a cell surrounded by a homogeneous extracellular drug concentration has been modeled mathematically by Trapp and Horobin \[[@CR25]\] (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, left). Accordingly, three coupled ordinary differential equations (Eqs. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}, [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}, and [3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) describe the concentration change with time in each subcellular/cellular compartment. $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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$$ \frac{{dC_{c} }} {{dt}} = \frac{{A_{c} }} {{V_{c} }} \times J_{{o,c}} - \frac{{A_{m} }} {{V_{c} }} \times J_{{c,m}} - \frac{{A_{l} }} {{V_{c} }} \times J_{{c,l}} ,$$\end{document}$$Fig. 1Diagrams showing the cellular pharmacokinetic phenomena captured by the two mathematical models used in this study: (left) the T-model for a leukocyte-like cell in suspension and (right) the R-Model for an epithelia-like cell. *Key*: ap: apical compartment; bl: basolateral compartment; cyto: cytosol; mito: mitochondria; lyso: lysosome; T1: flux of the ionized/unionized form between the cytosol and the extracellular compartment; T2: flux of the ionized/unionized form between the cytosol and lysosome; T3: flux of the ionized/unionized form between the cytosol and the mitochondria; R1: flux of the ionized/unionized form between the cytosol and the apical compartment; R2: flux of the ionized/unionized form between the cytosol and the basolateral compartment; R3: flux of the ionized/unionized form between the cytosol and the lysosome; R4: flux of the ionized/unionized form between the cytosol and the mitochondria
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\begin{document}$$ \frac{{dC_{l} }} {{dt}} = \frac{{A_{l} }} {{V_{l} }} \times J_{{c,l}} ,$$\end{document}$$where *C* indicates the *concentration*, *J* indicates the *flux*, *A* and *V* indicate the *membrane surface area* and *volume* respectively. The subscripts *o,c,l*, and *m* indicate the *extracellular compartment, cytosol, lysosomes*, and *mitochondria* respectively. The directions of fluxes are indicated by the orders of the subscripts, e.g. *J*~*c,m*~ represents the flux from cytosol to mitochondria. Calculations for fluxes between each pair of compartments were the same as described before \[[@CR25]\]. The ordinary differential equations were numerically solved (supplemental materials) \[[@CR24]\].

An important feature of this model is that at steady state, the drug accumulation in the cytosol is only dependent on the drug concentration outside the cell, the plasma membrane permeability properties, and the ionic conditions of the cytosol and the extracellular medium. Similarly, the drug accumulation inside any given organelle is only dependent on the drug concentration in the cytosol, the permeability properties of the membrane delimiting the organelle, the ionic conditions of the cytosol and the inner lumen of the organelle. Consequently, one can use the same equations to analyze steady state distribution drugs in lysosomes or mitochondria (and other organelles) simply by adjusting the pH of the organelle, the transmembrane electrical potential, and the organelle volume, surface area, and lipid fraction. For mitochondria, the inner lumen pH was set at 8 \[[@CR25]\] and the membrane potential was set at −150 mV \[[@CR26]\]. Mitochondria were modeled as spheres with 1 μm radius. For lysosomes, the inner lumen pH was set at 5 \[[@CR1], [@CR27]--[@CR29]\] and the membrane potential was set at +10 mV \[[@CR30]\]. Leukocytes were modeled as spherical objects of 10 μm in diameter. Plasma membrane potential was set at −60 mV \[[@CR31]\]. Extracellular pH was set at 7.4 (blood). Cytosolic pH was set at 7.0 \[[@CR32]\]. Since we are more interested in the drug aqueous concentration in cytosol, the lipid fraction was set at 0 in calculation. Other model parameters were adapted from literature \[[@CR25]\]. Hereafter, this cellular pharmacokinetic model applicable to free floating cells in suspension (e.g. leukocytes in circulation) will be dubbed Trapp's Model or 'T-Model'.

Modeling cellular pharmacokinetics of non-target, polarized epithelial cells: the R-model {#Sec4}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For modeling drug transport across polarized epithelial cells \[[@CR24]\], the cell surface area is divided into apical and basolateral membrane domains (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, right). Similarly, the extracellular space is divided into apical and basolateral extracellular compartments. Accordingly, drug uptake into the cell is represented by mass transport of drug molecules from the apical extracellular medium into the cytosol, across the apical membrane. Drug efflux from the cells is represented by mass transport from the cytosol to the basolateral medium, across the basolateral membrane. Because the apical membrane is normally covered with microvilli, the apical membrane surface area (*A*~*a*~) can be adjusted independently from the basolateral membrane (*A*~*b*~). Similarly, the extracellular pH of the apical (*pH*~*a*~) and basolateral compartments (*pH*~*b*~), and transmembrane electrical potentials across apical and basolateral membranes (*E*~*a*~*and E*~*b*~) can be independently adjusted, so as to mimic the local microenvironment of the epithelial cells.

A cellular pharmacokinetic model for simulating intracellular concentration and passive transcellular permeability in the presence of a transcellular concentration gradient was developed previously by our group \[[@CR24], [@CR33]\]. Mass transport across the boundary of each compartment can be described by equations 4--7.
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The subscripts *a* and *b* indicate '*apical*' and '*basolateral*' respectively. Other symbols and subscripts mean the same as those in the T-model. As in the T-model, the inner lumen pH of mitochondria was set at 8 \[[@CR25]\] and the mitochondrial membrane potential was set at −150 mV \[[@CR26]\]. For lysosomes, the inner lumen pH was set at 5 \[[@CR1], [@CR27]--[@CR29]\] and the membrane potential was set at +10 mV \[[@CR30]\]. Epithelial cells were modeled as cubical objects of 10 μm in length. Again since we are more interested in the drug aqueous concentration in cytosol the lipid fraction was set to 0. All other model parameters used in calculation were obtained from the literature \[[@CR24]\], and can be found in the supplemental materials. To maintain sink condition in the basolateral compartment, we set the volume of the basolateral compartment (*V*~*b*~) equal to the human blood volume (4.7 L).

From simulating cytosol to basolateral flux of molecules in an intestinal epithelial cell, the transcellular permeability of the intestinal epithelial cell monolayer corresponds to the following equation \[[@CR24]\]:
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where *P*~eff~ is the effective permeability, *C*~*a*~ is the initial concentration in the apical compartment and is considered to be constant, *d*m~b~/*d*t is the change in drug mass in the basolateral compartment per unit time, and *A*~*aa*~is the apparent cross sectional area of the cell, which would approximately correspond to the total area of the surface over which drug transport is occurring divided by the number of cells that are effectively transporting drug. Henceforth, this cellular pharmacokinetic model that applies to non-target epithelial cells will be dubbed Rosania's model or 'R-model'.

Analyzing organelle-targeting and transcellular permeability with R- and T-models {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To analyze the intracellular distribution of monovalent weakly basic molecules possessing amine functionality, all different combinations of (a) octanol: water partition coefficients of the neutral form of the molecule (log*P*~n~); (b) octanol: water partition coefficients of the ionized form of the molecule (log*P*~d~); and (c) p*K*~a~ were used as input. Log*P*~n~ and log*P*~d~ spanned a range from −5 to +5, while log*P*~d~ was constrained to a value less than or equal to log*P*~n~. p*K*~a~ spanned a range from 0 to 14. p*K*~a~, log*P*~n~, and log*P*~d~ were varied in 0.2 unit increments \[[@CR24]\]. The molecular charge (*z*) was set equal to 1, which means the simulated whole physicochemical space is specific for monovalent amine-containing molecules. With R- and T-Model, simulations were performed until the system reached steady state (normally, at 10^6 ^s after beginning of the simulation). For R-Model simulations, the initial apical drug concentration was set at 1 mM, and the basolateral drug concentration was set at 0 mM. For T-model simulations, extracellular drug concentration was set at 1 mM, and kept constant. Accordingly, for each combination of p*K*~a~, log*P*~n~, and log*P*~d~used as input, there are seven output values: C~cyto~R, C~mito~R, C~lyso~R (the steady-state cytosolic, mitochondrial and lysosomal concentration estimated with the R-model); P~eff~ (the steady-state effective transcellular permeability estimated with the R-Model); and C~cyto~T, C~mito~T, and C~lyso~T (the steady-state cytosolic, mitochondrial and lysosomal concentrations estimated with the T-Model).

A test set of monobasic amines with associated lysosomotropic behaviors {#Sec6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Focusing on lysosomal targeting, ninety-nine monobasic amines (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) were found by searching PubMed abstracts and titles for articles containing the word "lysosome", "lysosomal", or "lysosomotropic"; from other articles referenced by these articles; and from current review articles describing the lysosomal accumulation of weakly basic molecules \[[@CR1]\]. There are more lysosomotropic amine-containing molecules besides molecules included in our table (for example, zwitterions or dibasic amines). However since R- and T-Models have been validated mostly with molecules possessing one ionizable functional group, lysosomotropic amines with more than one ionizable functionality were not included. To estimate the p*K*~a~(at 37 °C), log*P*~n~ and log* P*~d~ for each molecule, we used ChemAxon (<http://www.chemaxon.com>). A liposomal approximation \[[@CR24], [@CR44]\] was applied for log *P*~n~ and log *P*~d~based on the values obtained from ChemAxon. Intracellular distributions were analyzed for those ninety-nine molecules at steady state with the T-model and R-model. Transcellular permeability was analyzed for the ninety-nine molecules at steady state with the R-model. Table 1The test set of 99 lysosomotropic monobasic aminesNamep*K*~a~log *P*~n~log *P*~d~C~cyto~RC~mito~RC~lyso~RP~eff~C~cyto~TC~mito~TC~lyso~TReferencesCategory 1: Low Permeability, Non-lyso, Mito, Non-cytoChemical space existsCategory 2: Low Permeability, Non-lyso, Non-mito, Non-cytoChemical space existsCategory 3: Low Permeability, Non-lyso, Non-mito, CytoChemical space does not existCategory 4: Low Permeability, Non-lyso, Mito, CytoChemical space existsCategory 5: Low Permeability, Lyso, Mito, Non-cytoChemical space existsCategory 6: Low Permeability, Lyso, Non-mito, Non-cytoChemical space exists*Lidocaine7.22.711.160.150.061.7426.671.870.8122.26*\[[@CR10]\]Category 7: Low Permeability, Lyso, Non-mito, CytoChemical space exists*17-DMAG7.312.460.870.150.061.6913.012.050.8122.73*\[[@CR34]\]*Beta-dimethylaminoethylchloride7.632.480.90.230.081.511.762.640.9117.52*\[[@CR21]\]***Diethylaminoethyl chloride**8.16**2.71**1.16**0.53**0.24**1.36**19.93**3.83**1.72**9.87***\[[@CR21]\]*Triethanolamine8.141.52−0.180.40.141.390.913.571.2512.35*\[[@CR21]\]Category 8: Low Permeability, Lyso, Mito, CytoChemical space exists*17-DMAP8.32.470.890.620.311.3510.794.172.089.07*\[[@CR34]\][2-Amino-1-butanol9.492.040.551.679.571.295.8410.1658.17.82]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][2-Amino-2-methyl-1,3-propanediol9.141.5601.443.321.31.588.0118.527.22]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][2-Amino-2-methyl-1-propanol9.681.920.411.7314.321.294.2710.8589.768.06]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][2-Aminoethanol(ethanolamine)9.221.750.221.514.421.292.668.6225.187.36]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][2-Diethylaminoethanol9.222.230.621.463.581.296.628.1920.097.27]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][2-Dimethylamino-2-methyl-1-propanol9.252.170.551.473.761.295.658.3121.237.3]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\]2-Dimethylaminoethanol8.712.010.370.960.811.323.425.444.567.46\[[@CR21]\][2-Methylaminoethanol9.461.890.321.637.291.293.419.6743.347.66]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][3-Amino-1-propanol9.491.770.241.668.671.292.859.9952.267.76]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][3-Aminopropanal9.141.770.241.463.61.292.768.1720.177.25]{.ul}\[[@CR35]\]3-Dimethylamino-1-propanol8.832.030.391.081.131.313.665.986.257.23\[[@CR21]\][4-Amino-1-butanol9.551.920.411.6910.521.294.2410.3464.437.88]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\]Ammonia8.551.810.411.051.081.313.85.675.827.08\[[@CR21]\]**[Atenolol]{.ul}[9.32]{.ul}[2.29]{.ul}[0.76]{.ul}[1.57]{.ul}[5.7]{.ul}[1.29]{.ul}[9.32]{.ul}[9.15]{.ul}[33.13]{.ul}[7.5]{.ul}**\[[@CR6]\][Atropine9.022.671.231.443.361.326.877.9818.667.18]{.ul}\[[@CR10], [@CR16]\]**[Benzylamine]{.ul}[9.17]{.ul}[2.58]{.ul}[1.24]{.ul}[1.6]{.ul}[6.38]{.ul}[1.29]{.ul}[28.25]{.ul}[9.32]{.ul}[37.22]{.ul}[7.52]{.ul}**\[[@CR10]\][Butylamine9.842.390.951.7824.351.2814.9511.54157.568.31]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Diethylamine10.22.360.841.82451.2811.6812.09298.988.53]{.ul}\[[@CR10], [@CR21]\][Dimethylamine10.152.130.591.8138.71.286.5611.98255.818.48]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Ethylamine9.862.110.621.7822.731.286.9911.46146.618.28]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\]**[Guanidine]{.ul}[12.09]{.ul}[1.82]{.ul}[0.39]{.ul}[1.86]{.ul}[461.27]{.ul}[1.28]{.ul}[4.17]{.ul}[12.78]{.ul}[3164.97]{.ul}[8.8]{.ul}**\[[@CR10], [@CR21]\][Hexylamine9.842.661.241.7925.481.2829.1711.59165.248.33]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Isobutylamine9.872.40.951.7925.471.2814.9611.59165.198.33]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Isopropanolamine9.261.890.381.555.161.293.878.9429.727.44]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Isopropylamine10.062.250.781.8137.091.2810.1611.95244.648.47]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Methylamine9.7220.51.7416.11.295.2711.02101.718.12]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\]Metoclopramide8.732.560.991.051.061.3114.485.815.827.22\[[@CR14], [@CR13]\][Morpholine8.212.021.251.362.951.327.556.6214.366.31]{.ul}\[[@CR10]\]N-Acetylprocainamide8.732.510.931.041.021.3112.595.765.667.25\[[@CR10], [@CR13]\]NAMA8.722.380.791.020.971.319.095.685.367.29\[[@CR14]\]N,N-Dimethyl-3-chloropropylamine8.382.50.920.690.381.3411.664.412.458.54\[[@CR21]\]N,N-Dimethyl-benzylamine8.672.841.31.020.981.3129.425.655.47.25\[[@CR10]\][Pentylamine9.842.531.091.7824.351.2820.6411.54157.568.31]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\]**[Practolol]{.ul}[9.32]{.ul}[2.47]{.ul}[0.97]{.ul}[1.59]{.ul}[6.15]{.ul}[1.29]{.ul}[15.16]{.ul}[9.3]{.ul}[35.98]{.ul}[7.54]{.ul}**\[[@CR6]\][Propylamine9.852.270.81.7823.261.2810.5811.49150.198.29]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][s-Butylamine10.072.40.951.8139.591.2815.0312261.778.49]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][t-Butylamine10.272.270.811.8359.141.2810.9212.26395.978.59]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Triethylamine9.842.591.021.7618.051.2917.4911.18114.968.18]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Trimethylamine9.232.250.641.473.671.296.948.2520.667.28]{.ul}\[[@CR10]\]Tris(hydroxymethyl)methylamine8.641.2−0.40.930.751.320.585.294.257.51\[[@CR10], [@CR21]\]Category 9: High Permeability, Non-lyso, Mito, CytoChemical space does not existCategory 10: High Permeability, Non-lyso, Non-mito, CytoChemical space does not existCategory 11: High Permeability, Non-lyso, Mito, Non-cytoChemical space existsCategory 12: High Permeability, Non-lyso, Non-mito, Non-cytoChemical space exists3-Aminoquinoline4.632.652.000.730.731.12398.870.820.821.25\[[@CR1]\]8-Aminoquinoline4.072.652.000.780.780.90425.430.810.810.94\[[@CR1]\]AF-CX1325XX1.952.180.70.80.80.81480.810.810.81\[[@CR36]\]**Aniline4.52.621.20.730.731.1372.350.820.811.22**\[[@CR10]\]**Benzocaine2.72.781.410.80.80.8588.460.810.810.82**\[[@CR13]\]**Beta-naphthylamine4.122.951.570.770.770.93838.560.810.810.98**\[[@CR10]\]**Pyrimidine1.552.171.40.80.80.8144.650.810.810.81**\[[@CR10]\]**Pyridine4.952.441.880.690.691.3229.690.820.821.56**\[[@CR10]\]Category 13: High Permeability, Lyso, Non-mito, Non-cytoChemical space exists*17-AEP6.592.560.990.140.092.4337.311.170.8020.89*\[[@CR34]\]*1-Aminoisoquinoline6.882.741.940.360.301.45123.441.531.286.16*\[[@CR1]\]1-Dodecylimidazole6.563.653.30.640.811.362615.121.271.612.7\[[@CR21]\]*Eserine6.463.031.510.150.112.51137.81.090.8117.74*\[[@CR10]\]*Harmine5.952.812.060.380.361.82265.160.910.884.40*\[[@CR1]\]*Imidazole6.732.121.590.510.561.3952.471.411.533.81*\[[@CR21]\]*Papaverine6.073.12.390.370.351.72489.430.940.914.42*\[[@CR1]\]*Pilocarpine6.392.381.890.480.511.44109.541.11.183.32*\[[@CR10]\]***s-Collidine**7.06**2.71**1.71**0.3**0.2**1.47**74.19**1.76**1.18**8.61***\[[@CR21]\]Category 14: High Permeability, Lyso, Non-mito, CytoChemical space exists*Cyproheptadine7.773.672.230.350.141.41235.813.021.2212.12*\[[@CR37]\]*Diltiazem7.893.081.570.370.141.451.383.231.2512.07*\[[@CR16]\]*N-Dodecylmorpholine7.53.582.140.240.11.49203.162.440.9815.24*\[[@CR21]\]Category 15: High Permeability, Lyso, Mito, Non-cytoChemical space existsCategory 16: High Permeability, Lyso, Mito, CytoChemical space exists[4-Aminopyridine8.632.181.591.7111.81.2964.29.9668.737.5]{.ul}\[[@CR10]\][4-Aminoquinaldine8.52.71.821.494.211.29104.977.8722.316.85]{.ul}\[[@CR10]\]4-Aminoquinoline7.982.652.001.292.561.30152.075.7311.405.79\[[@CR1]\][4-Dimethylaminopyridine8.472.531.981.679.261.29156.259.2851.497.16]{.ul}\[[@CR10]\]**[9-Aminoacridine]{.ul}[8.97]{.ul}[3.11]{.ul}[2.4]{.ul}[1.76]{.ul}[18.6]{.ul}[1.28]{.ul}[419.24]{.ul}[10.96]{.ul}[115.66]{.ul}[7.99]{.ul}**\[[@CR10]\][Alprenolol9.323.041.711.679.421.2984.4110.0956.887.77]{.ul}\[[@CR6]\][Amantadine10.332.572.041.86288.641.28186.3312.731973.958.77]{.ul}\[[@CR16]\]Amiodarone8.174.583.380.880.741.323439.624.693.967.07\[[@CR4]\][Amitriptyline9.413.72.271.679.141.29306.2810.0755.237.78]{.ul}\[[@CR38]\]Biperiden8.973.251.761.362.571.389.817.4314.077.1\[[@CR39]\][Chlorphentermine10.2431.621.8465.541.2870.5412.32439.858.61]{.ul}\[[@CR40], [@CR41]\]Chlorpromazine8.873.72.271.332.331.3288.897.1912.667.05\[[@CR16]\][Desipramine9.663.42.011.7618.131.29170.911.17115.258.17]{.ul}\[[@CR12]\][Dibutylamine10.362.931.481.8472.431.2851.1312.37487.378.63]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Dihydroalprenolol9.323.111.691.637.531.2980.099.6944.737.65]{.ul}\[[@CR7]\]Dizocilpine8.33.291.890.800.551.33110.204.613.187.70\[[@CR42]\][Dodecylamine9.843.442.121.831.891.28221.8411.8208.848.41]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Ephedrine9.192.631.941.831.411.28146.4811.65202.788.29]{.ul}\[[@CR10]\][Fluoxetine9.453.583.011.8469.461.281731.7612.27463.168.55]{.ul}\[[@CR4], [@CR23]\]Imipramine8.873.522.071.312.211.3181.737.0911.957.04\[[@CR4]\][Iprindole9.363.542.091.647.711.29201.329.7445.897.67]{.ul}\[[@CR40]\][Mecamylamine10.492.932.271.86297.051.28316.4412.732032.538.77]{.ul}\[[@CR10]\][Memantine10.312.851.461.8473.921.2848.8312.38497.498.63]{.ul}\[[@CR11]\][Octylamine9.842.921.531.7927.271.2856.9211.66177.388.35]{.ul}\[[@CR21]\][Perhexiline10.23.833.281.86244.791.283237.1912.71671.658.76]{.ul}\[[@CR4], [@CR43]\][Phentermine10.252.831.431.8364.211.2845.5412.31430.768.61]{.ul}\[[@CR40]\][Piperidine10.032.371.641.85148.621.2874.0912.61009.798.71]{.ul}\[[@CR10]\]Promazine8.873.532.081.312.211.30185.967.0911.957.04\[[@CR38]\][Propranolol9.323.031.591.627.161.2963.519.5942.387.62]{.ul}\[[@CR10]\][Sertraline9.53.852.511.7314.071.29537.8410.7987.848.02]{.ul}\[[@CR38]\]Thioridazine8.614.012.611.111.271.31608.815.966.807.02\[[@CR38]\]**[Tributylamine]{.ul}[10.44]{.ul}[3.45]{.ul}[2.1]{.ul}[1.85]{.ul}[102.49]{.ul}[1.28]{.ul}[213.44]{.ul}[12.51]{.ul}[694.01]{.ul}[8.68]{.ul}**\[[@CR10]\][Verapamil9.333.72.271.637.531.29304.489.6944.717.65]{.ul}\[[@CR16]\]Based on simulation results, compounds were classified by permeability (P~eff~ calculated with the R-model; × 10^−6^ cm/s units) and subcellular concentrations (calculated with the T-model; mM units) as follows:*Low permeability*: P~eff~ \< 35 × 10^--6 ^cm/s;*High permeability*: P~eff ~≥ 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s; Lyso: C~lyso~T \> 2 mM; Mito: C~mito~T \> 2 mM; Cyto: C~cyto~T ≥ 2 mM; Non-lyso: C~lyso~T \< 2 mM; Non-mito: C~mito~T \< 2 mM; Non-cyto: C~cyto~T \< 2 mM. Compounds appear in bold if they were reported as non-lysosomotropic in published research articles; in italics if they appear as selective lysosomotropic in the simulations (C~lyso~T ≥ 2 mM; C~lyso~T/C~mito~T ≥ 2; C~lyso~T/C~cyto~T ≥ 2); underlined if they appear as selectively mitochondriotropic in the simulations (C~mito~T ≥ 2 mM, C~mito~T/C~lyso~T ≥ 2, C~mito~T/C~cyto~T ≥ 2). In the table, a particular class "exists" if one can find a combination of physicochemical properties (within the range of p*K*~a~, log*P*~n~, and log*P*~d~ input values) that yields the expected behaviour in the simulation

Interactive visualization of simulation results {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------

Visualization of simulation results was performed with the Miner3D® software package (Dimension 5, Ltd., Slovakia, EU). Simulation results were graphed as 3D scatter plots to shape the chemical spaces with log*P*~n~, log*P*~d~ and p*K*~a~plotted on the three coordinate axes, and the analyzed steady state concentration or permeability determining the color and intensity of the points. For linking simulation results with the test set of lysosomotropic molecules, we used the p*K*~a~, log*P*~n~ and log*P*~d~values obtained after liposomal approximations \[[@CR24]\].

To plot different chemical spaces we set a threshold concentration value to define accumulation in a specific subcellular compartment. For intracellular concentration, the threshold lysosomal accumulation for lysosomotropic molecules was C~lyso~T ≥ 2 mM ( i.e. two-fold greater than extracellular concentration). The thresholds for selective lysosomal accumulation were C~lyso~T ≥ 2 mM; C~lyso~T/C~mito~T ≥ 2 ; and C~lyso~T/C~cyto~T ≥ 2. The threshold for mitochondrial accumulation was C~mito~T ≥ 2 mM. The thresholds for selective mitochondrial accumulation were C~mito~T ≥ 2 mM; C~mito~T/C~lyso~T ≥ 2; and C~mito~T/C~cyto~T ≥ 2. The threshold for cytosolic accumulation was C~cyto~T ≥ 2 mM. The thresholds for selective cytosolic accumulation were C~cyto~T ≥ 2 mM; C~cyto~T/C~mito~T ≥ 2; and C~cyto~T/C~mito~T ≥ 2. The reason for using the two-fold concentration value as a threshold is because it gave the highest percentage of correct classification and lowest percentage of incorrect classification for the test set of lysosomotropic molecules (as detailed in the Results section).

As recommended by the FDA, the permeability value of metoprolol was used as a threshold to distinguish high vs. low permeability molecules \[[@CR24]\]. Previously we calculated permeability for metoprolol, using the p*K*~a~ and log*P*~*n*~ obtained from experimental measurements, to be equal to 35 × 10^--6 ^cm/sec \[[@CR24]\]. In the present study, we used this value as a threshold to distinguish high vs. low permeability molecules. In addition, we arbitrarily set a value of 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s as a cut-off number to distinguish low from negligible permeability molecules. Accordingly, three permeability classes were defined as: negligible (P~eff~ \< 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s); low (1 ≤ P~eff ~\< 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s); and high (P~eff ~≥ 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s).

Results {#Sec8}
=======

Defining a lysosomal accumulation threshold for lysosomotropic molecules {#Sec9}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

We began by exploring the simulated property space occupied by monobasic amines, in relation to the test set of molecules obtained from published research articles (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Three different lysosomal concentration thresholds (2, 4 and 8 mM) were tested in terms of their ability to discriminate lysosomotropic vs. non-lysosomotropic compounds (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). For compounds with ≥ 2 mM accumulation in lysosomes (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--d), eight (8) of the test compounds were below the accumulation threshold (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, b), while ninety-one (91) were above the threshold (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, d). For compounds with ≥4 mM accumulation in lysosomes (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e--h), twelve (12) of the test compounds were below the accumulation threshold (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}e, f), while eighty-seven (87) were above the threshold (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}g, h). For compounds with a ≥8 mM accumulation in lysosomes (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}i--l), fifty-six (56) lie below the accumulation threshold (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}i, j) while forty-three (43) are above the threshold (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}k, l). Fig. 2Visualizing the simulated physicochemical property space occupied by lysosomotropic monobasic amines. Individual molecules in the test set are indicated by yellow dots. To discriminate between lysosomotropic vs. non-lysosomotropic molecules, three lysosomal concentrations were explored as thresholds: 2 mM (**a**--**d**); 4 mM (**e**--**h**); and 8 mM (**i**--**l**). Rows show non-lysosomotropic molecules (**a**, **e**, **i**); non-lysosomotropic molecules plus lysosomotropic space (**b**, **f**, **j**); lysosomotropic molecules (**c**, **g**, **k**); and lysosomotropic molecules plus non-lysosomotropic space (**d**, **h**, **l**)

We established that a lysosomal accumulation threshold of 2 mM is the best suited to distinguish lysosomotropic from non-lysosomotropic molecules, since it gave the most correct classification in terms of matching simulation results with the experimentally-observed, lysosomotropic behaviors. Accordingly, for a lysosomal accumulation threshold of 2 mM, of the 8 molecules that were below the accumulation threshold, 5 (62.5%) have been positively identified as non-lysosomotropic. Conversely, of the 91 above the threshold, 8 (8.8%) non-lysosomotropic molecules have been incorrectely classified as lysosomotropic. For a lysosomal accumulation threshold of 4 mM, of the 12 below the threshold, 5 (41.7%) have been identified as non-lysosomotropic. Conversely, of the 87 above threshold, 8 (9.2%) non-lysosomotropic molecules have been incorrectely classified as lysosomotropic. For a lysosomal accumulation threshold of 8 mM, of the 56 below the threshold, 9 have been positively identified as non-lysosomotropic (16.1%). Conversely, of the 43 above the threshold, 4 (9.3%) non-lysosomotropic molecules have been incorrectly classified as lysosomotropic.

The test set appears highly clustered in relation to the available lysosomotropic, physicochemical property space {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Exploring the relationship between the physicochemical properties of the test set of molecules obtained from the literature with that of the theoretical physicochemical property space occupied by molecules that accumulate in lysosomes at the different threshold values, we observed that most of the test molecules tend to be clustered in very specific region of "lysosomotropic space". In fact, physicochemical property space occupied by molecules that accumulate in lysosomes at ≥2 mM (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b) appears largely similar to the space of molecules that accumulate at ≥4 mM (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}f) and at ≥8 mM (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}j). It was surprising that most lysosomotropic molecules in the reference set were calculated to have a lysosomal accumulation between 2- and 8-fold over the extracellular medium, although the largest portion of the calculated physicochemical property space that can be occupied by monobasic amines corresponds to \>8-fold lysosomal accumulation.

Using simulation results to define the expected transport classes for monovalent weak bases {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using a 2-fold or greater concentration of drug over the extracellular medium to distinguish high vs. low lysosomal, mitochondrial and cytosolic concentration, and by incorporating high vs. low permeability classification obtained with the R-model, a total of 16 classes of molecules can be defined a priori (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). By mapping the test set of molecules to these 16 different classes, we find that some classes of molecules are well-represented by a number of molecules, while other classes of molecules are not represented at all (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). However, according to the simulation results, several of these a priori classifications are deemed to be "non-existent" by virtue of our being unable to find a combination of physicochemical properties consistent with the corresponding class of molecules in simulations.

Simulation results point to general trends in lysosomotropic behaviors {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

For the test set of molecules, we observed that the simulated intracellular accumulation in non-target cells (R-Model) is much lower than the corresponding accumulation in target cells (T-model) (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The simulations yielded lysosomal accumulation occurring for a broad range of transcellular permeability values (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Unexpectedly, for most lysosomotropic molecules, the simulations indicate that mitochondrial accumulation may be much greater than lysosomal or cytosolic accumulation, suggesting that lysosomotropic behavior may not be exclusively related to selective accumulation in lysosomes. Lastly, we observed that none of the lysosomotropic molecules in the test set are able to accumulate in cytosol to a greater extent than they accumulate in mitochondria or in lysosomes (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In fact, plotting the physicochemical property space of such molecules yielded an empty space (data not shown), indicating that the lack of such type of molecules in the reference set is not because the test set is a biased sample, but rather it is expected based on the calculated cellular pharmacokinetic properties of monovalent weak bases.

Calculating the physicochemical space occupied by selectively lysosomotropic molecules {#Sec13}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Selectively lysosomotropic molecules were defined as those that accumulate in lysosomes to a 2-fold (or greater) level over the extracellular medium, cytosol, and mitochondria. Out of the 91 reference lysosomotropic molecules (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, out of circle), only seventeen (17) (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, d green circle) appear to be selective in terms of lysosomal accumulation. These 17 molecules (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}c) appear clustered at the middle p*K*~a~value of the test set of molecules comparing with non-lysosomotropic molecules (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a, in blue circle) and non-selectively lysosomotropic molecules. Plotting the theoretical physicochemical property space occupied by selectively lysosomotropic molecules related to the reference molecules reveals that the test set of molecules that accumulate in lysosomes are highly clustered (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}b) in the middle p*K*~a~ and high log*P*~d~ values. This can also be observed in the corresponding plot of non-selectively lysosomotropic and non-lysosomotropic physicochemical property space (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}d). Fig. 3Visualizing the simulated physicochemical property space occupied by selectively lysosomotropic monobasic amines. Individual molecules in the test set are indicated by yellow dots. The four graphs show: (**a**) non-lysosomotropic molecules (inside blue circle) and non-selective lysosomotropic molecules (outside blue circle); (**b**) physicochemical property space occupied by selectively lysosomotropic molecules, in relation to non-lysosomotropic molecules (inside blue circle) and non-selective lysosomotropic molecules (outside blue circle); (**c**) selectively lysosomotropic molecules (inside green circle); (**d**) selectively lysosomotropic molecules (yellow dots in green circle) in relation to the union of non-selective lysosomotropic and non-lysosomotropic physicochemical property space

Analyzing the effect of transcellular permeability on selective lysosomal accumulation {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Next, we analyzed the relationship between selective lysosomal accumulation in target cells, and transcellular permeability in non-target cells, to determine if the ability to develop selective lysosomotropic agents may be constrained by desirably high transcellular permeability characteristics important for intestinal drug absorption and systemic tissue penetration (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As a reference, the permeability of metoprolol (P~eff~ = 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s) was used to distinguish high permeability from low permeability drugs. Accordingly, three permeability categories were defined: Negligible Permeability (P~eff ~\< 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s; Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, b); Low Permeability (1 ≤ P~eff ~\< 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s; Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c, d); and High Permeability (P~eff~ ≥ 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s, Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}e, f). Fig. 4Visualizing the relationship between transcellular permeability and lysosomotropic character. Individual molecules in the test set are indicated by yellow dots. The six graphs show: (**a**) physicochemical property space occupied by selectively lysosomotropic molecules with P~eff~ \< 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s, in relation to non-selectively lysosomotropic molecules, non-lysosomotropic molecules, and selectively lysosomotropic molecules with P~eff~ ≥ 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s; (**b**) selectively lysosomotropic molecules with P~eff~ \< 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s (yellow dots) in relation to the union of physicochemical property spaces occupied by non-selectively lysosomotropic, non-lysosomotropic, and selectively lysosomotropic molecules with P~eff~ ≥ 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s; (**c**) physicochemical property space occupied by selectively lysosomotropic molecules with 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s ≤ P~eff~ \< 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s, in relation to non-selectively lysosomotropic molecules, non-lysosomotropic molecules, and selectively lysosomotropic molecules with P~eff~ \< 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s or P~eff~ ≥ 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s; (**d**) selectively lysosomotropic molecules with 1 × 10^-6^ cm/s ≤ P~eff~ \< 35 × 10^-6^ cm/s in relation to the union of physicochemical property spaces occupied by non-selectively lysosomotropic molecules, non-lysosomotropic molecules, and selectively lysosomotropic molecules excluding those with 1 × 10^-6^ cm/s ≤ P~eff~ \< 35 × 10^-6^ cm/s; (**e**) physicochemical property space occupied by selectively lysosomotropic molecules with P~eff~ ≥ 35 × 10^-6^ cm/s, in relation to non-selectively lysosomotropic molecules, non-lysosomotropic molecules and lysosomotropic molecules with P~eff~ \< 35 × 10^-6^ cm/s; (**f**) selectively lysosomotropic molecules with P~eff~ ≥ 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s in relation to the union of physicochemical property spaces occupied by non-selectively lysosomotropic, non-lysosomotropic, and selectively lysosomotropic molecules with P~eff~ \< 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s. Green arrow point to the general region of physicochemical property space where the reference molecules are visibly clustered

With increasing permeability, the simulation results indicate that physicochemical space occupied by selective lysosomotropic molecules shifts towards lower p*K*~a~ values and higher log*P*~d~ values. The position of selective lysosomotropic chemical space in relation to the reference set of non-selective lysosomotropic or non- lysosomotropic molecules can be seen, for molecules with P~eff~ \< 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a); 1 ≤ P~eff~ \< 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}c); and P~eff~ ≥ 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}e). Accordingly, there is only one (1) selectively-lysosomotropic reference molecule with P~eff~ \< 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/sec (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b; green arrow); five (5) with 1 ≤  Peff \< 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}d; green arrow); and eleven (11) with P~eff~ ≥ 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}f; green arrow). Thus, high permeability and selective lysosomal accumulation are not mutually exclusive. Nevertheless, we observed that the selective lysosomotropic reference molecules with negligibly low and high permeability are tightly clustered in a small region of chemical space, at mid p*K*~a~ and high log*P*~d~ values.

Demarcating the physicochemical property space of extracellular targeted molecules {#Sec15}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Extracellular-targeted molecules can be defined as those whose intracellular accumulation at steady state is less than the extracellular concentration \[[@CR24]\]. For drug development, such a class of molecules is important as many drug targets are extracellular. Accordingly, we analyzed simulation results to determine if there were molecules with low intracellular accumulation and high permeability, which would be desirable for the pharmaceutical design of orally absorbed drugs (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). By maximizing permeability and minimizing intracellular accumulation, (using P~eff ~≥ 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s, C~cyto ~\< 1 mM, C~mito ~\< 1 mM, and C~lyso ~\< 1 mM as thresholds in both the R and T models), we found five (5) molecules falling into this class (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}a, b, c; green circle): pyrimidine, benzocaine, β-naphthylamine, 8-aminoquinoline, and the anti-epileptic drug candidate AF-CX1325XX. These are monobasic amines with p*K*~a~ \< 4.5. Molecules with p*K*~a~ \> 4.5 (the physicochemical property space shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c) exhibit intracellular accumulation in lysosomes, cytosol or mitochondria to levels above those found in the extracellular medium. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}b shows the physicochemical space of molecules with high permeability and low intracellular accumulation. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}c shows the physicochemical space of molecules with high intracellular accumulation regardless of permeability. Again we can see that molecules with low intracellular accumulation have a p*K*~a~ \< 4.5 and with high intracellular accumulation have a p*K*~a~ \> 4.5. Fig. 5Visualizing the simulated physicochemical property space occupied by molecules with low intracellular accumulation and high permeability. Individual molecules in the test set are indicated by yellow dots. The three graphs show: (**a**) molecules with low intracellular accumulation and high permeability (inside green circle); (**b**) physicochemical property space occupied by molecules with calculated low intracellular accumulation and high permeability (green circle same as in **a**); (**c**) the simulated physicochemical property space occupied by molecules with high intracellular accumulation, regardless of permeability (green circle same as in **a**)

Many reported lysosomotropic molecules appear to accumulate in mitochondria {#Sec16}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the majority of the reportedly lysosomotropic monobasic amines in the test set, the model suggests that they accumulate in mitochondria more than they accumulate in lysosomes. In total, 56 of the 91 lysosomotropic molecules in the test set accumulate in mitochondria at 2-fold or greater levels than they accumulate in lysosomes, cytosol, or the extracellular medium (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}a; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, selectively mitochondrotropic compounds underlined). These molecules have a p*K*~a~ of 8.2 or greater, a log*P*~n~ of 1.5 or greater, and span a wide range of transcellular permeability values---from impermeant to very highly permeant. In addition, eighteen (18) lysosomotropic molecules also exhibit mitochondrial and high cytosolic accumulation, at concentrations comparable to the concentrations at which they accumulate in lysosomes (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}b; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Again, these molecules span a broad range of transcellular permeability values, from impermeant to highly permeant. Plotting the theoretical physicochemical property space occupied by lysosomotropic molecules with predicted, selective mitochondrial accumulation reveals that the molecules in the test set are clustered in this realm of physicochemical property space (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}c). Similarly, plotting the physicochemical property space occupied by lysosomotropic molecules that are predicted to accumulate in cytosol and mitochondria reveals that the molecules are clustered in this realm of chemical space. Fig. 6Visualizing the simulated physicochemical property space of various classes of non-selective, lysosomotropic molecules. Individual molecules in the test set are indicated by yellow dots. The four graphs show: (**a**) fifty-six selectively mitochondriotropic molecules; (**b**) 18 lysosomotropic, molecules which are not selective in terms of lysosomal, mitochondrial or cytosolic accumulation; (**c**) the simulated physicochemical property space occupied by lysosomotropic molecules that are also selectively mitochondriotropic; (**d**) the simulated physicochemical property space of non-selective lysosomotropic, non-selective mitochondriotropic molecules

Calculated effect of pH in apical compartment on permeability and biodistribution {#Sec17}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Based on the simulations, the accumulation of monobasic amines in lysosomes is largely dependent on the difference in pH of between lysosome and extracellular medium (data not shown). While the pH of the medium bathing the target cells is expected to be rather constant, the pH surrounding an intestinal epithelial cell is expected to vary along the intestinal tract \[[@CR45]\]. To test if this variation would lead to major differences in the observed trends, we decided to test the extent to which the calculated chemical space occupied by selectively lysosomotropic molecules was affected by variation in the apical pH of non-target cells (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). We note that for selectively lysosomotropic molecules with negligible (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a), low (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}b), and high (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c) permeability, the theoretical physicochemical property space occupied by selectively lysosomotropic molecules is similar, and the test molecules that fall into that region of chemical space tend to be the same. Similarly, other regions of physicochemical property space occupied with molecules of different permeability tend to be similar, with variations in the apical pH of the intestinal epithelial cell in a pH range of 4.5--6.8 (data not shown). Fig. 7Visualizing the effect of extracellular pH on physicochemical property space occupied by selectively-lysosomotropic molecules. Simulations were carried out using an apical pH of 4.5 (**a**--**c**) and 6.8 (**d**--**f**) in the R-Model. Yellow dots indicate individual molecules in the test set. Each row shows the physicochemical property space occupied by molecules in different permeability classes, as follows: (**a**) and (**d**) P~eff~ \< 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s; (**b**) and (**e**) 1 × 10^−6 ^cm/s ≤ P~eff~ \< 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s, (**d**) and (**f**) P~eff~ ≥ 35 × 10^−6 ^cm/s

Discussion {#Sec18}
==========

Modeling the cellular pharmacokinetics of monobasic amines {#Sec19}
----------------------------------------------------------

Over the past few years, mathematical models of cellular pharmacokinetics have been developed, based on coupled sets of differential equations capturing the transmembrane diffusion of small molecules. Previously, these models have been used to simulate the intracellular distribution of lipophilic cations in tumor cells \[[@CR25]\], and the distribution and transport of small molecules across intestinal epithelial cells \[[@CR24]\]. For a monovalent weakly acidic or weakly basic small molecule drug, three input physical-chemical properties are used to simulate cellular drug transport and distribution: the logarithms of the lipid/water partition coefficient of the neutral form of the molecule (log*P*~n~) and ionized form (log*P*~d~), and the negative logarithm of the dissociation constant of the ionizable group (p*K*~a~). For monovalent weak bases, the transcellular permeability values calculated with this approach were comparable with measured human intestinal permeability and Caco-2 permeability, yielding good predictions \[[@CR24]\]. Similarly, the corresponding mathematical models were able to predict mitochondrial accumulation of lipophilic cationic substances in tumor cells \[[@CR22], [@CR25]\].

For analyzing the lysosomotropic behavior of monovalent weak bases possessing amine functionality, we adapted these two mathematical models to simulate the cellular pharmacokinetic behavior of target cells exposed to a homogeneous extracellular drug concentration, and non-target cells mediating drug absorption in the presence of an apical-to-basolateral concentration gradient. The results we obtained establish a baseline, expected concentration of small drug-like molecules in mitochondria, lysosomes and cytosol of target cells, as well as permeability in non-target cells. With a test set of small molecules obtained from published research articles, the simulations permit exploring the relationship between physicochemical properties of the molecules, their simulated intracellular distributions and transport behavior, and experimentally reported cellular phenotypes.

Simulation-based analysis and classification of lysosomotropic behavior {#Sec20}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

By analyzing the intracellular distribution and transcellular transport characteristics of a test set of molecules, together with more general physicochemical space plots covering all possible combinations of p*K*~a~, log*P*~n~ and log*P*~d~, sixteen a priori classes of lysosomotropic behavior for monobasic amines were defined (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). However, we noted that several of these classes are deemed to be non-existent by the simulations - meaning that there is no combination of p*K*~a~, log*P*~n~ and log*P*~d~ that will yield a molecule in such a class. For other classes, it was not possible to find a molecule in the reference set of lysosomotropic molecules whose calculated properties would lie within the physicochemical property space defining the hypothetical class of molecules. This is certainly the case for positively-identified, non-lysosomotropic molecules. These results argue for expanding the test set of monovalent, weakly basic molecules, so as to represent all possible classes of intracellular transport behaviors.

An equally important observation from the simulation resides in the tight clustering of the reference molecules in constrained regions of physicochemical property space, in relation to the simulated physicochemical property space that is actually available for molecules in the different lysosomotropic and permeability categories. Thus, the diversity of lysosomotropic behaviors represented by the test set of molecules is significantly limited. Indeed, the simulations indicate that expanding the reference set of molecules to unexplored regions of physicochemical property space could be used to find molecules that better represent different types of expected cellular pharmacokinetic behaviors. For example, in the case of low or high permeability molecules that are selectively lysosomotropic, most of the molecules in the reference set are clustered at the high levels of p*K*~a~ and high log*P*, whereas the simulations indicate that it should be possible to find molecules with lower p*K*~a~ and lower log*P*. The reason for the limited chemical diversity of reported lysosomotropic molecules is certainlly related to the choice of molecules that have been tested experimentally and reported in the literature: the emphasis has not been on the probing the chemical diversity of lysosomotropic character, but rather, in analyzing the lysosomotropic character in a related series of compounds (for example, studies looking at mono, bi, and tri-substituted amines, functionalized with various aliphatic groups \[[@CR9]\]). In other cases, the emphasis has been on studying the lysosomotropic character of a specific type of compound developed against a specific drug target \[[@CR6]\] (for example, beta-adrenergic receptor antagonists such as propranolol, atenolol, practolol, etc), rather than on the full chemical space occupied by lysosomotropic, monovalent weakly basic amines.

Further experimental validation and testing of expected transport behaviors {#Sec21}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using lysosomal swelling, cell vacuolation and intralysosomal pH measurements as phenotypic read outs, it may be possible to test both R- and T-model prediction about the varying extent of lysosomal accumulation of monovalent weak bases as a function of the molecule's chemical structure or physicochemical properties. For example, the models make quantitative predictions about the lysosomal concentration of molecules of varying chemical structure. Previous studies looking at the lysosomotropic behavior of various molecules have reported differences in vacuolation induction for different probes, at extracellular drug concentrations ranging from high millimolar to micromolar range \[[@CR10], [@CR13], [@CR16]\]. Also, for some molecules vacuolation occurs after less than an hour incubation, while for other probes vacuolation occurs after twenty-four hour incubation, or longer \[[@CR6], [@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR13], [@CR14], [@CR16]\]. Combinatorial libraries of fluorescent molecules are available today \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\], offering yet another way to test predictions about the intracellular accumulation and distribution of probes. Furthermore, with organelle-selective markers and kinetic microscopic imaging instruments, the rate and extent of swelling of lysosomes and other organelles could be monitored dynamically after exposure of cells to monovalent weakly basic molecules \[[@CR47]\]. For such studies, cheminformatic analysis tools are being developed to relate the intracellular distribution of small molecules as apparent in image data, with chemical structure and physicochemical features of the molecules, and the predicted subcellular distribution \[[@CR48], [@CR49]\]. Lastly, more quantitative assessments of model predictions can be made by directly monitoring the total intracellular drug mass \[[@CR50], [@CR51]\], as well as drug mass associated with the lysosomal compartment \[[@CR20], [@CR52], [@CR53]\]. Recently, methods are being developed to rapidly isolate the lysosomes and measure intralysosomal drug concentrations \[[@CR53]\].

To test model predictions about the lysosomotropic behavior of small molecules in the presence of an apical-to-basolateral concentration gradient, various in vitro cell culture models have been developed to assess drug intestinal permeability and oral absorption \[[@CR54]\]. These are Caco-2, MDCK, LLC-PK1, 2/4/A1, TC-7, HT-29, and IEC-18 cell models \[[@CR54]\]. Among those models Caco-2 (human colon adenocarcinoma) cell monolayer is the most well-established cell model and has been widely accepted by pharmaceutical companies and academic research groups interested in studying drug permeability characteristics \[[@CR54]\]. In addition to Caco-2 cells, MDCK (Madin-Darby canine kidney) is a dog-renal epithelia cell line and is another widely used cell line in studying cell permeability characteristics \[[@CR55]\].

Towards a computer-aided design of organelle-targeted molecules: implications for drug discovery and development {#Sec22}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The ability to rationally tailor the transcellular permeability and subcellular distribution of monobasic amines can have important applications in medicinal chemistry efforts aimed at enhancing the efficacy of small molecules against specific targets, decreasing non-specific unwanted interactions with non-intended targets that lead to side effects and toxicity, as well as enhancing transcellular permeability for maximizing tissue penetration and oral bioavailability. For many FDA approved drugs, lysosomal accumulation of the molecules would appear to be a non-specific effect of the molecule's chemical structure. For example, in the case of the beta-adrenergic receptor antagonists like propranolol, the drug's target is a cell surface receptor located at the plasma membrane. Thus, lysosomal (and any other intracellular) accumulation observed for this molecule is most likely an unintended consequence of its chemical structure \[[@CR2], [@CR6], [@CR15], [@CR16], [@CR41], [@CR53]\]. In general, due to the abundance of lysosomotropic drugs \[[@CR6], [@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR16]\], lysosomal accumulation seems to be tolerated, although it may not be a desirable property.

Nevertheless, there are certain classes of therapeutic agents where lysosomal accumulation may be highly desirable. For example, Toll-like receptor molecules are transmembrane proteins in the lysosomes of leukocytes (dendritic cells and macrophages). These receptors can be activated by endocytosed proteins, DNA and carbohydrates, and they generate inflammatory responses as part of the innate immune system \[[@CR56], [@CR57]\]. Small molecule agents that either block or activate Toll-like receptors are being sought to inhibit inflammatory reactions (associated with autoimmune diseases) or promote resistance against viral infections, respectively \[[@CR58], [@CR59]\]. A different class of molecules where lysosomal accumulation would be highly desirable involves agents that affect lysosomal enzymes involved in tissue remodeling \[[@CR60]\]. Tissue remodeling is the basis of diseases like osteoporosis, which involves the loss of bone mass due to an imbalance in the rate of bone deposition and bone resorption.

From the simulations, mitochondria also appear as an important site of accumulation of monobasic amines---even for many molecules that have been previously classified as being "lysosomotropic". Our simulation results indicate that monovalent weak bases can selectively accumulate in mitochondria at very high levels --in fact, at much higher levels than they appear to be able to accumulate in lysosomes. From a drug toxicity standpoint, unintended accumulation of small molecules in mitochondria can interfere with mitochondrial function, leading to cellular apoptosis \[[@CR61]--[@CR63]\]. Conversely, intentional targeting of small molecule therapeutic agents to mitochondria can be a desirable feature for certain classes of drugs: mitochondria dysfunction can cause a variety of diseases, so there is great interest in developing mitochondriotropic drugs \[[@CR22], [@CR64]--[@CR66]\].

Nevertheless, perhaps the most important classes of subcellularly-targeted molecules are those that are aimed at extracellular domains of cell surface receptors \[[@CR24]\]. Many 'blockbuster' drugs in the market today target cell surface receptors, ion channels, and other extracellular enzymes, making extracellular space one of the most valuable sites-of-action for drug development \[[@CR67]\]. Extracellular-acting therapeutic agents include anticoagulants that interfere with clotting factors in the blood, agents that interfere with pro-hormone processing enzymes, ion channel blockers for treating heart conditions, GPCR antagonists for hypertension, inflammation and a variety of other different conditions, and many CNS-active agents that act on neurotransmitter receptors, transport and processing pathways. In order to target extracellular domains of blood proteins, cell surface receptors and ion channels, it is desirable that a molecule would have high transcellular permeability to facilitate absorption and tissue penetration. In addition, it would be desirable that the molecule would also have low intracellular accumulation so as to maximize extracellular concentration. The simulation results indicate that indeed, finding monovalent weak bases with high permeability and low intracellular accumulation in both target and non-target cells is possible, with several molecules in the reference set residing in this realm of physicochemical property space.

To conclude, cell based molecular transport simulators constitute a promising cheminformatic analysis tool for analyzing the subcellular transport properties of small molecules. The ability to combine results from different models, visualize simulations representing hundreds of thousands of different combinations of physicochemical properties, and relate these simulation results to the chemical structure and phenotypic effects of specific drugs and small drug-like molecules adds a new dimension to the existing mathematical models. As related to the specific class of lysosomotropic monobasic amines analyzed in this study, interactive visualization of simulation results point to a richness in subcellular transport and distribution behavior that is otherwise difficult to appreciate. We anticipate that the complexity of subcellular transport behaviors will ultimately be exploited in future generations of small molecule drug candidates "supertargeted" to their sites of action \[[@CR68]\], be it in the extracellular space, the cytosol, mitochondria, lysosomes and potentially other intracellular organelles.
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